The minor in International Affairs program offers specialized instruction in the globalization of politics, economics, and the increasing interdependence of states.

Stephanie J. Jackson  
Assistant Director, Advising & Professional Development  
Email: stephanie.jackson@inta.gatech.edu  
Appointments: https://advisor.gatech.edu

REQUIREMENTS

18 CREDIT HOURS

Must take INTA 1110 which is available in the spring semester for non-majors

An INTA 2XXX course

12 hours of INTA 3/4XXX coursework

Letter Grade of C or better
"So, I think International Affairs has really given me that people and policy perspective, recognizing that it's not always about having the perfect technical solution, but also thinking about that technical solution in the context of culture, and policy, and the people on the ground."

MAGGIE KELLETT

Research Analyst, CNN
BS BA, INTA Minor

"I think it is so valuable, especially just whether it's International Affairs or something that's just different your major, I think exploring something different from your major it could, help you, I think it helps you do better in your major classes because you don't feel burnt out or bogged down. It gives you a break. It gives you different way of thinking, a different perspective. You get to interact with different types of students."